Riley Blake Designs introduces Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood.

Available October 2021
Black Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood Man

Red Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood Sweaters

Yellow Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood Quotes

Yellow Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood Sweater Stripe

Red Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood Logo

Yellow Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood Sweater Stripe
Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood Panel

Scaled to 28% | Actual Size is 36" x 43⅞"
Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood Quilt by The RBD Designers

Quilt Size 61” x 68”

Pre-order the Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood Quilt Kit

*Kit includes exclusive pattern to the kit and fabric for quilt top and binding

Available October 2021
My Neighbor Quilt by The RBD Designers

Quilt Size 64” x 64”

Fabric Requirements

1 RP-11460-40 Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood Rolie Polie
3/4 Yard CD11460 Black Main
1 Yard C11461 Multi Sweaters
3/4 Yard C11464 Blue Sweater Stripe (Includes Binding)
1 3/4 Yards C120 Cloud Solid

Free Pattern will be available at:
www.rileyblakedesigns.com/free-quilt-patterns

* Approximate fabric requirements are listed to aid in estimating the amount of yardage to order and are subject to change.
About the License

Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood was revolutionary in its use of television to acknowledge the feelings, challenges and curiosity of children through the on-screen interaction with a caring adult.

Each episode began with Mister Rogers welcoming the audience into his television house. While singing the show’s theme song “Won’t You Be My Neighbor,” Mister Rogers always put on his trademark cardigan, changed into sneakers, and then introduced the day’s topic. Then, through Trolley visits to the Neighborhood of Make-Believe, home of puppets like shy Daniel Striped Tiger, self-important King Friday and treehouse neighbors Henrietta Pussycat and X the Owl, children enjoyed stories that supported the conversation that Mister Rogers had introduced earlier.

Mister Rogers always managed to find wonder in seemingly everyday things, turning visits to factories, farms and museums into engaging and educational journeys.

To generations of viewers who grew up with the program, Mister Rogers remains a beloved figure. The show’s influence can be seen today in the award-winning PBS KIDS series Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood, which is produced by Fred Rogers Productions and features animated characters based on those from the original Neighborhood of Make-Believe.